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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we study a new shipment consolidation and transportation problem in crossdocking

distribution networks that considers trade-offs between transportation costs, inventory and time

scheduling requirements. Transportation costs include time costs, truck setup costs, and the number of

trucks used. The model is formulated as an integer program, and shown to be NP�complete in the

strong sense. Moreover, a solution approach is provided which consists of two stages. First, a reduced

problem is solved for a truckload transportation plan. This is followed by a heuristic solution approach

to the remaining less-than-truckload problem. Computational experiments are conducted to test the

effectiveness and efficiency of the heuristics. The various cost parameters and time window settings of

the distribution network are also discussed.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As companies seek more profitable supply chain management,
there has been a desire to optimize distribution networks to
reduce logistics costs. This includes finding the best locations for
facilities, minimizing inventory, and minimizing transportation
costs. While there is a vast literature available on facility location,
crossdocking strategies which minimize inventory by processing
goods quickly for reshipment has recently attracted the attention
of researchers [1–5]. In this work, we focus on reducing
transportation costs in distribution networks with the added
objective that transshipment centers achieve the quick reship-
ment goal of crossdocks. In particular, we study trucking
consolidation since trucking accounts for 83% of freight transpor-
tation in the US alone [6]. Among companies that have benefited
from trucking consolidation, Nabisco Inc., for example, has used
consolidation to reduce transportation costs by half, and to bring
down inventory levels and improve on delivery [3,7]. In the case
of Wal-Mart, crossdocking is often regarded as a key driver of the
retailer’s superior logistics management [40].

Typically, if a carrier is used, quantity discounts on freight are
provided. It is less costly to ship quantities in a full truckload (TL)
than to ship partially, using less-than truckload (LTL) shipments.
In many situations demand can be less than TL and items
ll rights reserved.
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delivered may have to wait before reshipment or delivery to
customers, thus incurring higher inventory costs at transshipment
centers and warehouses. Although shipments can be combined to
fill trucks, controlling a distribution system requires detailed
knowledge of orders and demand forecasts. The trade-off between
transportation and inventory costs is difficult and cannot always
be eliminated [8]. To control the trade-off, using crossdocks can
help since they allow for TL consolidation from different
manufacturers to the customer. In the case of a direct shipment
from manufacturer to customer, consolidation can be performed
by the manufacturer for goods destined to the customer to reduce
transportation and inventory costs.

Manufacturers prefer to control shipout times to achieve
better productivity and economies of scale. On the other hand,
delivery times must meet customer preferences within short lead
times. In making supply meet demand in the supply chain,
transportation and inventory cost therefore need to be optimized
in coordination with manufacturer and customer time con-
straints. In this work, we include a time dimension into the
distribution network model we study, which takes into account
manufacturer and customer time requirements.

The model we study is a global optimization problem which
identifies the best choices in distribution network logistics, i.e.
trade-offs between transportation costs, inventory and time
scheduling requirements at all stages of the supply chain.
Transportation costs include time costs, truck setup costs, and
the number of trucks used. The model is formulated as an integer
program, for which we provide a solution approach which
consists of two stages. In the first stage, a reduced problem is
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solved for a TL transportation plan, and in the second stage, the
remaining LTL problem is solved iteratively, using a meta-
heuristic, to complete the solution. Computational experiments
are conducted to test the algorithms and comparisons made with
exact solutions where these are available.
2. Literature review

The model we study has its roots in the classical transshipment
problem which is concerned with shipping quantities and routes
to be taken through transshipment centers. The problem has been
studied in the context of network flow [9] to find the quickest
transshipment time. For the general n location transshipment
model, Robinson [10], who developed a large LP by discretizing
demand, provided heuristic solutions, while Tayur [11] used a
gradient-based approach for the problem, also after discretizing
demand. Although these studies considered inventory and
transshipment costs, they did not address time constraints which
are present during the transshipment process, for example,
constraints imposed by transportation schedules or time window
constraints at supply and demand nodes. When time is a critical
factor, distribution through crossdocks, which have become
synonymous with rapid consolidation and processing, have been
studied. Napolitano [12] has described manufacturing, transpor-
tation, distribution, retail and opportunistic crossdocking, all of
which have the common feature of consolidation and short cycle
times made possible by known pick-up and delivery times.
Physical operations which reduce labor costs in LTL crossdocking
has been studied by Bartholdi and Gue [13]. The only papers on
distribution and system design which include crossdocks are
Donaldson et al. [39], Ratliff et al. [14], Gümüs and Bookbinder [3],
Li et al. [2] and Lim et al. [15]. In the more recent studies, Gümüs
and Bookbinder [3] model location-distribution networks which
include crossdock facilities to determine the impact on the supply
chain. Both Li et al. [2] and Lim et al. [15] studied transshipment
networks where transportation schedules and time constraints at
manufacturers and customers are included.

In related work, Grahovac and Chakravarty [16], Herer and
Tzur [17], Herer et al. [18], Axsater [19,20] studied the replenish-
ment and inventory policy issues which impact costs in supply
and demand management. In other transshipment-inventory
models, a frequent assumption is that demand (usually stochas-
tic) which cannot be met from one supply point can be fulfilled
through some other point. Work on this subject has been
extensive and can be found in, for example, Karmarkar and Patel
[21], Karmarkar [22], Tangaras [23], and Rudi et al. [24]. Other
related work on the fixed-charge transportation problem which is
an extension of the classical transportation problem can be found
in Adlakha et al. [25,26] and Kowalski and Lev [27]. Moreover,
Waiel et al. [28] presented an interactive fuzzy goal programming
approach to determine the preferred compromise solution for the
multi-objective transportation problem.
3. Modeling the shipment consolidation problem

Cost parameters: Transportation costs. Transportation costs
incurred by shippers are typically dependent on variable cost
per unit product shipped per unit distance travelled, and on a
fixed cost per truck which varies according to the number of
trucks used [3,29]. In models which incorporate schedules, a cost
per unit product per unit time parameter is generally more
preferred. This is since fixed pickup and delivery times at
manufacturers and customers, respectively, impact transportation
times, and ultimately transportation costs. Distance costs can
always be included into time costs, whereas time costs do not
always arise only from travel distance; for example, additional
time costs incurred by driver rest periods, or through recurring
congestion delays on specific routes. Hence, the total transporta-
tion cost depends on the number of trucks used as well as the
total period of time trucks are deployed.

Each truck deployed incurs a setup cost, including adminis-
trative cost, driver cost, depreciation cost and so on, which is
independent of travel time costs. In this work, we consider two
types of routes: direct shipping route (manufacturer-to-customer)
and indirect shipping route (manufacturer-to-crossdock and
crossdock-to-customer). We make the simplifying assumption
that truck setup costs only depend on route type, which means
that all direct shipping routes incur the same truck setup cost, so
do all indirect shipping routes.

Transshipment center costs. Additional holdover costs is
incurred on a per unit basis at transshipment centers, including
crossdocks when shipments are delayed, i.e., are not shipped out
immediately once received. Since the key motivation for a
crossdock (vs. a transshipment center or warehouse) is to achieve
zero holdover, a penalty cost per unit product held over in a
crossdock is used in the objective function. This principle can be
applied to any transshipment center. The approach of introducing
holding costs at crossdocks is different from that taken in recent
research (see, for example, Gümüs and Bookbinder [3]) on
crossdocking distribution networks where holding costs are not
incurred and shipments assumed to transit in relatively short
times.

Manufacturer/customer inventory costs and time windows. In this
study, we assume that manufacturers specify shipping time
windows. Likewise, customers specify time windows in which
they expect to receive shipments. This allows both manufacturers
and customers to optimize their inventory flow by shipping or
receiving the product exactly within scheduled times to minimize
holdovers. Inventory holdover costs at the manufacturer and
customer ends of the supply chain are therefore not assumed in
the model (cf. Gümüs and Bookbinder [3]).

Fixed time windows benefit both manufacturers and custo-
mers because it can reduce the uncertainty of daily operation and
improve the service level. On the other hand, from the constrain-
ing point of view, time windows can be required since
manufacturers and customers may need to stick to fixed
schedules when their serviced routes are made available by
transportation vendors [15]. This is especially so for smaller
manufacturers who ship through available transportation and do
not benefit from made-to-order transportation service.

Scheduling of trucks. Truck pickup and delivery times are, in
many cases, determined by trucking providers. On the other hand,
manufacturers and customers commonly specify time windows
for pickup and delivery. In both cases, finding the best cost
transportation plan depends on meeting trucking schedules and
time window constraints imposed at the manufacturer, transship-
ment point and customer (see, for example, Lim et al. [15]). In this
work, we assume time windows which determine when trucks
are scheduled are set by manufacturers and customers, and time
constraints at the transshipment centers are a result of these
requirements.

Consolidation. Shipment consolidation (or freight consolida-
tion) seeks the systematic coordination of inventory and trans-
portation decisions at outbound warehouses. We can mention,
among many others, the work by Hall [30], Bookbinder and
Higginson [31] and C- etinkaya and Lee [32]. In a distribution
network studied in this work that includes crossdocks as
transshipment points, we assume the consolidation can take
place at the manufacturer and/or at transshipment points. In the
case of manufacturer, consolidation is initiated by accumulating
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small orders received from customers before shipment. At
transshipment centers, consolidation is performed because in-
bound shipments are frequently broken down and/or combined
before being shipped out to customers. In both cases, consolida-
tion is done to reduce outbound transportation costs.
3.1. The model

In this article, any retailer or cluster of retailers at a location
supplied directly from the manufacturers or through transship-
ment centers is referred to as a ‘‘customer’’ (cf. Gümüs and
Bookbinder [3]). We refer to transshipment centers and cross-
docks by the collective term ‘‘crossdock’’. We assume that each
customer is at a predetermined location kAD� f1, . . . ,mg, and
demands dk units of a single product which can be shipped from
any manufacturer situated at iAF� f1, . . . ,ng, either directly or
through a crossdock jAX� f1, . . . ,lg. The value dk represents the
total demand of the retailer or cluster of retailers at location k.
Each iAF, has a supply capacity of si units of the product, which
can only be shipped (released) in the time window [bi

r,ei
r] ðiAFÞ

and must be delivered (accepted) within the time window [bk
a,ek

a]
ðkADÞ. Also, total supply can meet demand, i.e.,

P
iAFsiZ

P
kADdk,

and, at each crossdock, a holding cost, given by hj ðjAXÞ per unit
per time, takes effect. This implicitly allows for shipments to be
delayed at crossdocks. Fig. 1 illustrates the problem for the
multiple-manufacturer, -crossdock and -customer case.

In the model, we take the time horizon to be composed of
discrete intervals and the time variable to be discrete (see Ahuja
et al. [33], Hoppe and Tardos [9] and Lim et al. [15]). Shipment
times can then be represented as non-negative integers. The
following parameters are used:

p setup cost for each truck on arc (i,k) ðiAF,kADÞ
p0 setup cost for each truck on arc (i,j) ðiAF,jAXÞ
p
00

setup cost for each truck on arc (j,k) ðjAX,kADÞ
hj inventory holding cost per unit product per unit time in

crossdock j ðjAXÞ
rik total shipping time on arc (i,k) ðiAF,kADÞ
r0ij total shipping time on arc (i,j) ðiAF,jAXÞ
r
00

jk total shipping time on arc (j,k) ðjAX,kADÞ
cik shipping cost per unit product per unit time on segment

(i,k) ðiAF,kADÞ
c
00

ij shipping cost per unit product per unit time on segment
(i,j) ðiAF,jAXÞ

c
00

jk shipping cost per unit product per unit time on segment
(j,k) ðjAX,kADÞ

Ti set of feasible shipping time points from manufacturer i,
i.e., Ti¼{bi

r,bi
r+1,y,ei

r} ðiAFÞ
Tjk set of feasible shipping time points from crossdock j to

demand point k, i.e., Tjk ¼ fb
a
k�r

00

jk,ba
k�r

00

jkþ1, . . . ,ea
k�r
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Fig. 1. Distribution network with crossdocks and time windows.
T 0j set of feasible time points at which shipments can arrive

at or depart from crossdock j, i.e. T 0j ¼ miniAFfe
r
i þr0ij

n
g,

miniAFfe
r
i þr0ijgþ1, . . . ,maxiAFfb

r
i þr0ijggðjAXÞ

Q capacity of each truck
S set of manufacturer sites
D set of retailer sites

The decision variables required for the model are:

xikt quantity of product shipped on arc (i,k) at time
t ðiAF,kAD,tATiÞ

x0ijt quantity of product shipped on arc (i,j) at time
t ðiAF,jAX,tATiÞ

x
00

jkt quantity of product shipped on arc (j,k) at time
t ðjAX,kAD,tATjkÞ

vikt number of trucks used on arc (i,k) at time
t ðiAF,kAD,tATiÞ

v0ijt number of trucks used on arc (i,j) at time
t ðiAF,jAX,tATiÞ

v
00

jkt number of trucks used on arc (j,k) at time
t ðjAX,kAD,tATjkÞ

Ijt quantity of inventory in crossdock j at time t ðjAX,tAT
00

j Þ

For distribution network that includes crossdocks for trans-
shipment, we typically assume there exists certain level of
cooperative relationship between the customers and manufac-
turers. In industry, this is usually called vertical integration of the
supply chain, whereas a task force including both customers and
manufacturer representatives seek to achieve some system-wide
efficiencies through this partnership [34]. Therefore, the objective
in the shipment consolidation problem (SCP) is to minimize the
system’s total cost including transportation and inventory costs
while satisfying time window constraints. Transportation costs
include time costs, truck setup costs and the number of trucks
deployed. With the above notation, the SCP can be given by the
following integer program:

min
X
iAF

X
kAD

X
tATi

ðpviktþcikrikxiktÞþ
X
iAF

X
jAX

X
tATi

ðp0v0ijtþc0ijr
0
ijx
0
ijtÞ

þ
X
jAX

X
kAD

X
tATjk

ðp
00

v
00

jktþc
00

jkr
00

jkx
00

jktÞþ
X
jAX

X
tAT

00

j

hjIjt

s.t.
X
jAX

X
tATi

x0ijtþ
X
kAD

X
tATixikt

rsi ðiAFÞ ð1Þ

X
jAX

X
tATjk

x
00

jktþ
X
iAF

X
tATi

xikt ¼ dk ðkADÞ ð2Þ

Ij,t�1þ
X
iAF

x0ij,t�r0
ij
�
X
kAD

x
00

jkt ¼ Ijt ðjAX,tAT 0j Þ ð3Þ

Ij,t ¼ 0 ðjAX,tAfminfT 0j g�1,maxfT 0j ggÞ ð4Þ

Q ðvikt�1Þrxikt ,xikt rQvikt ðiAF,kAD,tATiÞ ð5Þ

Q ðv0ijt�1Þrx0ijt ,x
0
ijt rQv0ijt ðiAF,jAX,tATiÞ ð6Þ

Q ðv
00

jkt�1Þrx
00

jkt ,x
00

jkt rQv
00

jkt ðjAX,kAD,tATjkÞ ð7Þ

All decision variables are nonnegative integers ð8Þ

In the objective function, the first term gives direct transporta-
tion costs from manufacturers to customers, including all truck
setup costs and time costs; the second and third terms are similar
to the first, and represent costs between manufacturers and
crossdocks and crossdocks and customers, respectively. The last
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term represents total holding cost. Constraints (1) ensure the total
quantity of the product shipped from manufacturers is no greater
than the available supply. Similarly, constraints (2) ensure that
total quantity of product received meets demand. Constraints (3)
require that, for each crossdock, the inventory at time t is equal to
the inventory heldover at time t�1 plus the total quantity
received at time t minus the quantity shipped out at time t.
Constraints (4) are initial and terminal conditions, respectively, of
the inventory level at each crossdock. Constraints (5)–(7) ensure
that the number of trucks used on any route is a minimum. For
practical reasons, we assume the above IP model always has a
feasible solution with respect to the time window constraints,
i.e. a fall-back shipment plan that circumvents all crossdocks and
uses direct shipments from manufacturers to customers is always
guaranteed to be feasible.

The following Theorem 1 shows that the problem is
NP�complete in the strong sense.

Theorem 1. The SCP is NP-complete in the strong sense.

Proof. See Appendix.

In view of the computational complexity of the problem, we
provide in the next section, a heuristic approach to its solution.
4. A two-stage heuristic algorithm

In order to find solutions for the SCP, we need to decide the
quantity to be shipped, shipment times and routes to be taken.
Once TL quantities are decided, LTL shipments at crossdocks need
to be consolidated to reduce truck setup costs. The solution
approach we take has two components: (1) a full truck load plan
(TL Plan), and (2) a less than truck load (LTL Plan). The basic idea is
to separate trucks that can be fully loaded at the supply nodes in
the beginning, and then search for good solutions that link
together various smaller shipments which would have been
dispatched in partially loaded trucks. Hence, in the first stage, a
solution is found which consists of a TL Plan and an LTL Plan. The
TL Plan is found by solving a network flow problem. In the second
stage, meta-heuristics are used to improve the LTL Plan.

Stage 1: Initialization. A TL Plan is developed, which is used to
obtain an initial LTL Plan.

(1) TL Plan: A transportation plan is found by solving a network
flow problem determined as follows. Split the demand at each
customer into a TL part and an LTL part, and remove the LTL part
(remainders) from the demand. Next, form the network G with jFj
supply nodes and jDj customer nodes, without crossdocks, where
the demand is the TL demand. Each arc in G is taken to be the least
cost route available for a TL shipment from a supply node to a
demand node, which does not violate time window constraints.
Each arc represents a direct route from a manufacturer to a
customer, or a route through a crossdock.
s
1

s
2

s
3

d
1

d
2

d
3

Crossdock 1

Crossdock 2

Fig. 2. Example—least cost routes.
A network flow algorithm is utilized to allocate full truck load
flow in G to generate the TL Plan. The TL Plan cannot guarantee all
demand is satisfied; we leave unsatisfied demand to be satisfied
by the LTL Plan.

To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows a simple example of least cost
routes from manufacturers to customers, and Fig. 3 shows a
network G constructed from this example. Assume manufacturer
nodes, S1, S2, S3, have s1¼103, s2¼10, s3¼28, and customer nodes,
D1, D2, D3, have d1¼25, d2¼27, d3¼82, and that the truck capacity
Q¼20. In G, the demand becomes d01 ¼ 20, d02 ¼ 20, d03 ¼ 80. The
resulting optimal transportation plan will be to use one truck
from S1 to D1 and S1 to D2, three trucks from S1 to D3, and one
truck from S3 to D3. Hence, the TL Plan for this example can be
represented by: {(S1, Crossdock1, D1, 20), (S1, Crossdock2, D2, 20),
(S1, Crossdock1, D3,60), (S3, Directly, D3, 20)}.

Once the TL Plan is decided, it is not altered. Next, we construct
an initial LTL Plan.

(2) LTL Plan: With a TL Plan in hand, the quantities remaining
at supply and demand nodes can be determined. Using the
example above, remaining supply and demand is s01 ¼ 3, s02 ¼ 10,
s03 ¼ 8, and d

00

1 ¼ 5, d
00

2 ¼ 7, d
00

3 ¼ 2.
Take a lane to be an ordered pair of supply and demand nodes

and a route on a lane to be a crossdock through which shipments
pass (possibly empty). Each lane can have multiple routes, i.e.,
crossdocks through which the product can transit. Take quantity

to be the number of units of the product shipped on a lane, and let
t 1 be the time the product leaves a supply node, and t 2 the time
the product leaves the crossdock, if it passes through the
crossdock. To overcome the difficulty of time window constraints,
the LTL Plan is generated lane by lane, i.e., the LTL Plan is
represented by fðlaneik,routeik,quantityik,t1ik,t2ikÞ : iAF,kADg. For
example, the element ((1,2),1,13,7,12) obtained in an LTL Plan
indicates that we should ship 13 units of the product from supply
node 1 to demand node 2 through crossdock 1, where the time the
product leaves the supply node 1 is 7 and the time it leaves
crossdock 1 is 12.

Since the TL Plan is fixed, the initial solution depends only on
the LTL Plan. This is generated through the following three steps:
Step 1.
 Preallocate: A plan is found greedily as follows. Sort
supply and demand in decreasing order of the remain-
ing quantities and then allocate quantities to be
shipped from largest demand to the smallest demand.
In the example, s01 ¼ 3, s02 ¼ 10, s03 ¼ 8 and d

00

1 ¼ 5, d
00

2 ¼ 7,
d
00

3 ¼ 2; hence s024s034s01 and d
00

24d
00

14d
00

3. Selecting the
largest supply and demand, i.e., s02 ¼ 10 and d

00

2 ¼ 7, we
first satisfy D2 with S2, and then satisfy the second
largest demand d

00

1 ¼ 5, so that D1 is satisfied with the
remaining amount 3 at S2 and the second largest supply
at S3. Continue in this way until all the demand is
satisfied. With the assumption that supply is not less
than demand, this can always be done and all lanes
allocated with flow.
Step 2.
 Generate a timetable: With preallocation, once routes are
found for each lane, a timetable is constructed taking into
s
1

s
2

s
3

d
1

d
2

d
3

Fig. 3. Network G constructed from the Example.
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account the time window constraints. To avoid holding
cost, feasible time intervals at each crossdock for each
route of each lane are maintained, i.e., for a route of lane
(Si,Dk), the time the product can remain at crossdock j is
calculated according to the time windows at Si and Dk, the
shipping time from Si to j and from j to Dk.
Step 3.
 Consolidate: Once a timetable has been constructed,
consolidation is performed at each supply point and
crossdock according to the route and timetable avail-
able, and the times t 1 and t 2 are determined to
complete the plan to obtain a feasible initial solution.
Fig. 4 shows routes and quantities to be shipped in a plan. In this
case, flow from S1 to D1 and from S1 to D2 can be consolidated at S1, if
the time window constraint is not violated, so that there need only be
one truck to transport the product from S1 to Crossdock 1. Similarly,
flow from S2 to D2 and flow from S3 to D2 can be consolidated at
Crossdock 2, and there need only be one truck to transport the
product from Crossdock 2 to D2. There may be a holding cost if the
product does not arrive crossdock 2 simultaneously, so that the
shipment arriving earlier will have to hold for the later shipment. The
flow from S3 to D3 does not transit any crossdock.

Stage 2: Iteration. Once an initial LTL Plan is found, it can be
improved iteratively by using a metaheuristic. We chose a (1)
‘‘Squeaky Wheel Optimization’’ (SWO) [35] and a (2) Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [36] since they are representative of techniques
available. SWO uses a simple greedy algorithm to construct a
solution. The solution is then analyzed to decide on priorities to
be used for the greedy algorithm to construct the next solution.
This Construct—Analyze—Prioritize loop continues until a limit is
reached. Applications of SWO are given in graph coloring
problems [35], crane scheduling [37], retail shelf-space optimiza-
tion [38] for example. In some cases and with less programming
effort SWO can achieve comparable or even better results than
other general purpose search techniques [35]. GA, on the other
hand, is based on the idea of natural selection and usually requires
considerable computation for the gradual improvement of
solution quality over generations. In this work, each algorithm
is used to refine the LTL Plan.

(1) Using SWO: In each iteration, the LTL Plan is re-constructed
as follows:
Step 1.
 Calculate transportation costs which satisfy each
demand and give the demand with highest cost priority
in choosing low cost supply points.
Step 2.
 Consolidate again at the supply points, where different
routes for lanes can be chosen according to their costs. In
order to reduce setup costs, give shipments from the
same supply point a higher chance to be sent to the same
crossdock.
Step 3.
 To avoid being trapped in a local optimum, randomly
reset the priority given to each demand point in
choosing manufacturers and routes.
Following this, the transportation plan and timetable are both
generated again, similar to how they were obtained in finding an

initial solution.
s
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s
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d
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d
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d
3

12
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6

10

Crossdock 1

Crossdock 2

Fig. 4. Consolidation.
The following gives an outline of the SWO algorithm:

Initialize: Get the initial solution by greedy method

for iter’1 to ]iter do
calculate the cost to satisfy each demand
find the demand point Dm with highest cost to be satisfied
set Dm to have the highest priority to choose the supply
points and routes
if Dm has been given the highest priority more than 3 times

randomly choose another demand and set it to have the
highest priority
end if

re-generate the LTL Plan according to the new priority
end for

Output: LTL Plan with the lowest cost

(2) Using GA: Once a TL Plan is generated, a GA can be used to
improve the LTL Plan.
Step 1.
 Each solution is mapped into a sequence
S¼(a1,a2,y,an), where n is the number of customers,
and S is a permutation of 1,2,y,n. The sequence is a
customer priority for choosing manufacturers. To begin,
sequences are generated randomly.
Step 2.
 Selection: The population is randomly divided into M=2
disjoint pairs, where M is the size of the population.
Each pair of individuals are used in the crossover step.
Step 3.
 Crossover: Each offspring is generated from its
parents with equal probability. Let the parents be
P1¼(a1,a2,y,an) and P2¼(b1,b2,y,bn), then, a tempor-
ary offspring of P1 and P2 is given by Ctemp¼(rand(a1,b1),
rand(a2,b2),y,rand(an,bn)) with Prob (rand(a1,b1)¼a1)¼
Prob(rand(a1,b1)¼b1)¼0.5.
After crossover, normalize Ctemp into a permutation of
1,2,y,n, by sorting priorities and re-assigning a value
from 1 to n to get an offspring C. For example,
Ctemp¼(3,1,2,1) becomes C¼(4,2,3,1) or C¼(4,1,3,2)
after normalization.
Step 4.
 Mutation: A new individual is produced from the
offspring by the 2-swap neighborhood with a given
probability. For example, C¼(4,1,3,2) mutates to
C¼(2,1,3,4), where the priority of customer 1 and
customer 4 is interchanged.
Step 5.
 Population update: The new individual is inserted into
the population replacing one with the highest cost.
The GA algorithm is outlined as follows:
Initialize Population with size M

for iter’1 to ]iter do

for off’1 to M
2 do

randomly select parent A and parent B
crossover parent A and parent B to produce offspring C

end for
for each newly-produced individual indv do

mutate indv with probability p1

end for

select the best M
2 individuals from the old generation, and

merge them

with the newly-produced M
2 individuals to form a new

population of size M
discard the rest individuals
update current best solution
end for
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5. Computational experiments
The heuristic algorithms are coded in Java and executed on a
set of Intel Pentium(R) 2.0 GHz PCs with 512 Mb memory. For
comparison, we also test the IP model given in Section 3 in CPLEX,
a popular off-the-shelf optimization software package. The
purpose of the experiments is to check the effectiveness of the
proposed heuristic methods by comparing the results with what
CPLEX is able to provide within a reasonable time limit. The test
set generation, parameter settings, and detailed computational
results are described in the following sections.

5.1. Test data generation

The test cases are generated with three sets of parameters. The
actual numbers of the parameters in the test sets are distributed
uniformly as Unif 4

5 param, 6
5 param

� �
.

(1) (p,c,h)—(setup cost, transportation cost, inventory holding
cost). By setting the ratio of p

c, normal setup cost 1000
5

� �
, high setup

cost 2000
5

� �
, and very high setup cost 3000

5

� �
test cases are

generated; by setting the ratio for p
h, low holding cost 1000

50

� �
and

high holding cost 1000
300

� �
cases are generated.

(2) (q,cap)—(quantity of demand, truck capacity). By setting
the ratio of q

cap, we generate normal demand quantity 30
20

� �
, high

demand quantity 50
20

� �
, and very high demand quantity 70

20

� �
cases.

(3) (t,d)—time window length and distances between manu-
facturers, crossdocks and customers. By setting the ratio of t

d, we
generate ‘‘normal time window’’ 40

30

� �
and ‘‘narrow time window’’

20
30

� �
cases. A ‘‘wide time window’’ setting is not preferred as it

usually simplifies the problem when the surplus ‘‘wide time
window’’ constraints can be taken out easily for a given test set
before the start of optimization.

5.2. Results from the experiments

The name of a test set ‘‘s-d-cd-attr’’ indicates the number of
manufacturers (s), the number of customers (d), the number of
crossdocks (cd), and the attribute of the parameters (attr). We
first set the attribute of parameters to ‘‘normal level’’ denoted by
‘‘(n)’’. Two heuristics are, respectively, denoted by ‘‘NF+SWO’’
(network flow with SWO) and ‘‘NF+GA’’ (network flow with GA).

Each test set contains five randomly generated test cases.
The average resulting costs of the test sets generated by
different methods are listed in Tables 1–4 for different
parameter settings. The costs in the table are integer numbers,
as the insignificant float parts (eo0:01%, 8 costs410 000) are
conveniently truncated. The terms T(s) correspond to the run
times in seconds.

For SWO, ] iter (maximum iteration) are set to 1000. For GA, M

(population) is set to 300. The mutation probability p1 is set to
0.2. The maximum iteration is 10 000 and the termination
Table 1
Results for normal parameters.

Test set CPLEX LB Gap (%) T (s) NF+

10-20-3-n 214371 201 070 6.6 2700 22

10-40-3-n 455933 418 897 8.8 2700 46

10-60-4-n 688435 630 463 9.2 2700 70

10-80-4-n 1352060 1 189 643 13.7 2700 1 40

20-60-6-n 1 052 382 896 869 17.3 2700 1 09

20-60-8-n 1 095 538 926 347 18.3 2700 1 11

20-80-6-n 1 389 823 1 219 187 14.0 2700 1 43

20-80-8-n 1 556 685 1 355 616 14.8 2700 1 59
condition is when the best solution does not improve within
500 iterations. The maximum CPLEX runtime is set to 45 min
(2700 s) by ‘‘trial and error’’, because for many test cases CPLEX
turned out to run out of memory after around 50 min, which
made it quite difficult to summarize or to take average of the
computational results.

From Table 1 and Fig. 5, we find that CPLEX is not able to solve
any of the sets to optimality within a runtime limit of 45 min, but
it performs quite well for small test sets, as compared with the
two heuristics. As the size of test sets increases, performance of
NF+SWO is close to CPLEX and performance of NF+GA surpasses
CPLEX gradually. While NF+SWO is a faster heuristic method in
terms of runtime, NF+GA generates better results on average.
Both NF+SWO and NF+GA complete within a few minutes, if not
in seconds. We then take a close look at the best solutions, i.e. the
CPLEX solutions for the first four small test sets and NF+GA
solutions for the large sets. We find out that on average, the
number of trucks arriving at or departing from the crossdocks
accounts for 47–65% of the total number of trucks in the
schedules, which we reckon can be a good measurement for the
crossdock utilization. The percentage of the transportation cost
and holding cost related to crossdocks varies significantly
between 39% and 79% of the total cost. While it is difficult to
determine a total cost structure, the importance of crossdocks is
proved by the busy truck activities.

5.2.1. Using different parameters

High and extremely high setup cost: Computational results for
‘‘high (hs)’’ and ‘‘extremely high (es)’’ setup costs are listed in
Table 2. Different cost levels in truck setup can arise through the
use of different common carriers or customer’s own dedicated
truck fleet such as the Wal-Mart case for example. From Fig. 6, we
see that both heuristics perform better than CPLEX. This implies
that increasing setup costs can have an effect that results in an
expanded IP solution space, which in turn has a negative influence
on the ‘‘branch & bound (cut)’’ strategy CPLEX employs.
Correspondingly, the two heuristic approaches are less affected.
This also suggests that to better illustrate effects of the ‘‘higher’’
(or ‘‘more constrained’’) parameter settings, further experiments
be focused on small test sets, such as those with 10 supply nodes
(manufacturers) and less than four demand nodes (customers),
for which CPLEX performs well. When we analyze the NF+GA
solutions, which are the best in quality among three methods, we
find the percentage of truck operations related to crossdocks
decreases slightly. The number of trucks arriving at or departing
from the crossdocks, in the high and extremely high setup cost
setting, accounts for 45–62% of the total truck usage. This small
change can be explained in the NF+GA procedure because while
the TL plan is not affected by the truck setup cost, in the LTL plan,
direct shipping has its advantage in using a smaller number of
trucks unless the truck setup cost at the crossdocks is different
from a manufacturer. Since the experiments are based on
SWO Gap (%) T (s) NF+GA Gap (%) T (s)

5 658 12.2 1.7 224 814 10.6 16.5

1 525 10.2 4.5 460 037 9.8 19.0

3 416 11.6 10.1 701 519 11.2 37.6

8 208 18.4 15.3 1 428 825 20.1 49.9

3 639 21.9 24.5 1045889 16.6 68.3

0 580 19.9 28.7 1056577 14.1 71.4

3 150 17.5 35.2 1381104 13.3 115.3

5 046 17.6 41.8 1530916 12.9 133.5
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Table 2
Results for high and extremely high setup cost.

Test set CPLEX LB Gap (%) T (s) NF+SWO Gap (%) T (s) NF+GA Gap (%) T (s)

10-40-3-hs 566 539 509 928 11.1 2700 560 765 10.0 4.1 559446 9.7 22.9

10-60-4-hs 921 802 800 943 15.1 2700 886 914 10.7 13.1 884728 10.5 39.2

10-80-4-hs 1 328 027 1 160 959 14.4 2700 1 280 280 10.3 18.4 1277915 10.1 51.4

20-80-6-hs 2 128 752 1 768 865 20.3 2700 2 130 497 20.4 37.4 2112374 19.4 118.6

10-40-3-es 766 911 679 050 12.9 2700 762 911 12.3 7.1 762219 12.2 22.4

10-60-4-es 1 149 195 1 004 250 14.4 2700 1115198 10.9 15.7 1115198 10.9 39.1

10-80-4-es 1 586 560 1 391 935 14.0 2700 1 524 003 9.5 21.2 1523557 9.4 55.1

20-80-6-es 3 090 487 2 535 703 21.9 2700 3 107 764 22.5 38.2 3014955 18.9 122.7

Table 3
Results for high holding cost and narrow time windows.

Test set CPLEX LB Gap (%) T (s) NF+SWO Gap (%) T (s) NF+GA Gap (%) T (s)

10-20-3-h 231120 215 530 7.2 2700 234 409 8.7 3.6 233 925 8.5 17.7

10-40-3-h 470 522 409 870 14.8 2700 4 491 752 9.6 11.1 448214 9.3 19.8

10-50-3-h 591 606 515 379 14.8 2700 565 993 9.8 16.4 564226 9.5 24.1

10-60-4-h 717 343 632 305 13.4 2700 683 283 8.1 17.1 683109 8.0 43.8

10-20-3-ntw 228 021 204 396 11.6 2700 224 034 9.6 14.7 223658 9.4 19.5

10-40-3-ntw 471 610 413 867 14.0 2700 453 807 9.7 18.1 452584 9.4 28.9

10-50-3-ntw 554 405 502 480 10.3 2700 549 425 9.3 20.3 548192 9.1 30.3

10-60-4-ntw 749 092 641 115 16.8 2700 702 390 9.6 17.6 701428 9.4 44.8

Table 4
Results for large and extremely large demand.

Test set CPLEX LB Gap (%) T (s) NF+SWO Gap (%) T (s) NF+GA Gap (%) T (s)

10-20-3-ld 557 810 492 838 13.2 2700 538 229 9.2 3.9 537498 9.0 21.5

10-40-3-ld 1 023 318 908 388 12.7 2700 1 006 463 10.8 5.1 1005588 10.7 24.1

10-50-3-ld 1 337 733 1 151 537 16.2 2700 1 277 052 10.9 11.8 1276293 10.8 28.5

10-60-4-ld 1 597 592 1 394 411 14.6 2700 1 531 300 9.8 15.6 1530649 9.7 40.4

10-20-3-ed 773 528 685 227 12.9 2700 749 569 9.4 7.7 749560 9.4 23.5

10-40-3-ed 1503290 1 369 771 9.7 2700 1513199 10.5 9.1 1 512 328 10.4 24.7

10-50-3-ed 2 067 313 1 780 236 16.1 2700 1966829 10.4 12.0 1966829 10.4 35.6

10-60-4-ed 2 412 512 2 068 616 16.6 2700 2 306 647 11.5 14.7 2305570 11.4 39.6

Fig. 5. Gap of results for normal parameters.

Fig. 6. Gap of results for high and extremely high setup cost.

Fig. 7. Gap of results for high holding cost and narrow time windows.
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randomly generated data sets with a few other parameters, such
as time windows, direct comparison of the cost structure in
different setup costs is not feasible although we reckon that the
holding cost at the crossdocks will decline with the number of
arriving trucks. For multi-commodity problems where a single
truck at the crossdock can carry different type of shipments up to
full truck load, the above findings may no longer hold since
greater savings on truck setup can be achieved by consolidating
shipments of multiple types at crossdocks.

High holding cost: Table 3 shows the heuristics in general
provide better solutions as compared with CPLEX in the ‘‘high
holding cost (h)’’ setting, and Fig. 7 plots the gap of different
methods.
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Narrow time windows: Table 3 also shows the heuristics
outperform CPLEX in test sets with the ‘‘narrow time windows
(ntw)’’ setting. Comparing with high truck setup cost, high
holding cost and narrow time windows both have a stronger
and immediate effect on the truck setup at crossdocks. While a
higher holding cost works against an extended shipment
consolidation process in which different shipments are reorga-
nized at crossdocks, narrow time windows force a tighter
schedule especially on the manufacturer and customer nodes,
resulting in more direct shipments due to solution feasibility.
Since stock outs at the customer nodes are not allowed in the
model, a solution that contains routes with less travel times to
meet narrow time windows has an advantage. We observe from
the best solutions generated by NF+GA that on average the
number of trucks operating at the crossdocks accounts for 25–53%
of the total in these two settings, showing a significant reduction
in crossdock utilization.

Large and extremely large demand: Table 4 shows the results
when test set parameter is set to ‘‘large demand (ld)’’ and
‘‘extremely large demand (ed)’’. From the table and Fig. 8, we
find that both heuristic approaches give more competitive results
than CPLEX does, as compared to the normal demand setting,
which implies that larger demand settings have resulted in harder
problem instances. This is mainly due to the increase of number of
trucks required in transportation and more room given for
reorganization work at crossdocks. With regard to the percentage
of trucks at the crossdocks, we have not found evident changes.

In summary, the two heuristic approaches we propose are
shown to be efficient in terms of both runtime and solution
quality. The results are very competitive, as compared with what
the popular commercial solver CPLEX has provided.
6. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we study a new shipment consolidation problem
in distribution networks that include crossdocks as well as time
windows in manufacturers and customers, whereas a single
product can be shipped directly or through crossdocks. The
problem examines trade-offs among transportation costs, inven-
tory holding costs, and scheduling requirements. The problem is
proved to be NP-complete in the strong sense, and then
formulated as an Integer Program (IP) model. A two-stage heuristic
framework, which combines a network flow algorithm and a meta-
heuristic, is proposed. We develop a Squeaky Wheel Optimization
(SWO) heuristic and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) as the second stage
algorithm for the consolidation of LTL shipments. The idea behind
the heuristics is to split the demand into TL and LTL components,
and solve the TL component as a standard network flow problem.
The key point in the second stage is to find a way to represent lanes
from manufacturers to customers that are feasible with respect to
the time windows constraints. The problem can then be reduced as
Fig. 8. Gap of results for large and extremely large demand.
the time constraints are removed in subsequent procedures.
Computational experiments are carried out to test the two-stage
heuristic approaches as well as the IP model in CPLEX. The heuristic
approaches are shown to be efficient in terms of both runtime and
solution quality, and can be conveniently applied in situations
when the costly CPLEX suit is unavailable on the spot, or when
optimal numerical solutions are not rigorously required in a
practical context of supply chain management.

Future work can be carried out in a few directions. One of them
is to conduct more extensive computational testing to determine
the cost structure of the distribution network as well as the average
shipment ‘‘delay time’’ at crossdocks under different cost and time
window parameter settings. The current time-expanded model has
a large number of decision variables partly due to the discrete time
points that map different shipping time windows. Work can be
done to design a more efficient solving procedure that simplifies
the problem based on the given time window limits. Infeasible
time windows at the manufacturers and crossdocks can first be
identified, and then related shipment decision variables are picked
out and removed, which will reduce the number of idle variables
and hopefully lead to performance boosts on exact methods.

It is also worth to note that the feasible shipping time windows in
this work are defined as ‘‘hard time windows’’, i.e. predetermined and
fixed. Thus, the solutions are likely to contain some less efficient
shipping schedules just in order to meet these fixed time windows.
More work can be done to consider the soft time window scenario, i.e.
time windows that can be violated at a cost. In this scenario, different
penalty costs are incurred when the time windows are missed on the
early or late sides. We may also consider a scenario where an upper
limit is set for the numbers of trucks leaving a particular
manufacturer at the same feasible time point to simulate a realistic
road capacity or congestion issues. At last, the current problem can
also be extended to the multi-commodity consolidation problem with
time windows, in which various type of goods or freight are
considered in a given supply chain transshipment network.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. We provide a reduction of the strongly

NP-complete 3- PARTITION problem: Given positive integers, w,

D and G¼ f1,2, . . . ,3wg with a positive integer values gðiÞ where,

for each iAG,
P

iAGgðiÞ ¼wD and D=4ogðiÞoD=2 for iAG, can G
be partitioned into w disjoint sets G1,G2, . . . ,Gw such that jGjj ¼ 3

and
P

iAGj
gðiÞ ¼D for j¼1,y,w? From an arbitrary instance of

3-PARTITION, we consider a polynomial reduction to an instance
of the SCP and ask if there exists a feasible solution whose
objective value is no greater than 4w. For 3w manufacturers given
in F, and w customers D¼ f1,2, . . . ,wg, let si be the supply and

si ¼ gðiÞ for iAF, while for each jAD, let D be the demand and ½j,j�
be the time window; relax the time windows of manufacturers.

Let Q and setup cost p0 ðp
00

Þ of each truck be equal to D and 1,
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respectively, and set p to be a large number. Exactly one
crossdock, w, say, with holding cost 1 per unit product per time
exists linking manufacturers with customers, for which transpor-
tation cost is zero for all arcs. We now show that a feasible
schedule exists whose objective value is no greater than 4w if and
only if the 3-PARTITION has a feasible solution. On one hand, if 3-
PARTITION has a feasible solution G1, . . . ,Gw,we can ship all
goods provided by manufacturers in Fi (letting Fi ¼Gi) to w at
time j, which satisfies the demand D for demand j in its time
window [j,j], where j¼1,2,y,w. It is easy to verify that such a
schedule is feasible and total cost is 4w. On the other hand, if a
feasible schedule exists with objective no greater than 4w, then it
is optimal since it is easy to prove that 4w is the lower bound of
our instance. The optimal solution with this objective must satisfy
the following conditions: (1) there is no direct positive flow
between manufacturers and customers; (2) no more than one
truck is used on each arc; (3) there is no inventory in crossdock.
We can then construct a partition by setting Fj to be the subset of

iAF where a positive flow is shipped from i to w at time j, for

1r jrw. Because of conditions (1)–(3) and the demands are D at

time j, we have
P

iAFj
si ¼D. Since D=4osðiÞoD=2 for iAF, we

have jFjj ¼ 3. Hence, F1, . . . ,Fw is a feasible partition for the

instance of 3-PARTITION and this completes the proof. &
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